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Heart: Structure: cells, ultrastructure and proteins
•

Regional > surface > internal > tissue > cells > ultrastructure > proteins > DNA

A. Tissue
a. The ventricle is composed of two types of myocytes: contractile and conducting.
b. The conducting cells vary somewhat in structure from the SA node > AV node >
bundle of his > bundle branches > Purkinje cells, but all have automaticity (see:
Heart / Arrhythmias / Pathophysiology)
o SA node…………………………………………… 60-100 bpm
o AV node & bundle of His…………………..50-60
o Purkinje cell……………………………………...30-40
c. The Purkinje cells only extend to the inner one-third of the ventricular wall, but
each connect to thousands of contractile myocytes in a network fashion
d. The time from SA node to end of Purkinje cell is 0.03 seconds; from the inner
one-third of the ventricle through the full thickness (i.e. the contractile myocyte
portion of the wall) is 0.03 seconds. This allows the entire ventricle to contract at
the same time.

Myocytes

Purkinje cells
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Clinical Significance
•

•

•

These interdigitated cells are loosely organized into two mesh-like
spirals that give the ventricle a contraction pattern that pumps blood
as a bolus. This is different from the two other types of muscle.
o Skeletal muscle is arranged in fascicles for straight end-to-end
contraction
o Smooth muscle is arranged loosely side by side for regional
contraction
Because the myocytes have such coordinated contraction, lost cells
cannot be replaced by hyperplasia. Increase in demand must be met
by hypertrophy
As the myocytes are joined by gap junctions, ectopic depolarizations can be propagated
in the wrong direction. This is one cause of arrhythmias

B. Cells
a. Contractile myocytes
o These have three functional elements
1. Intercalated disc
2. Sarcomere
3. Ion channels

•
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Intercalated discs have 2 key functions
o They have desmosomes (aka macula adherens, which are focal) and
zonula adherens (which extend over regions) which firmly anchor the
myocytes end-to-end for contraction. This allows the ventricular wall
to contract as a displacement pump.
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o They have gap junctions that allow for the free movement of
electrolytes between cells. This allows for the depolarization signal to
pass from cell to cell as a wave of sodium ions.
Sarcomeres are the contractile unit, defined as the space between two Z
lines.
o Actin and myosin (more later) are anchored into the Z lines, which are
composed of multiple proteins.
o Z lines are important in sensing tension and can signal stress. This is
poorly understood, but a good model protein is dystrophin, which
forms complexes with cell membrane proteins that then connect to
the extracellular matrix.
Ion channels control the concentration of intracellular calcium. This not only
is the signal for contraction but also regulates its force, or contractility.

b. Conducting myocytes (e.g. Purkinje cells)
o These are larger than contractile myocytes and have minimal numbers of
sarcomeres. They have abundant glycogen, so they have clear cytoplasm
on H&E stains of heart muscle. They run together in bundles in the
subendocardium.
o Purkinje cells only penetrate one-third of the inner wall before merging
with the contractile myocytes
o The most important difference is that these cells have larger gap
junctions, so that they conduct the polarization wave much faster than
the contractile myocyte. As noted above, conduction takes 0.03 seconds
from SA node to Purkinje cell and 0.03 seconds through the outer twothird of the ventricular wall composed of contractile myocytes
o They have automaticity due to a pacemaker sodium channel (aka “funny”
channel), that allows for inward flow of sodium ions (called the If current)
at rest
C. Proteins and function
a. Pacemaker cell ion channels: signal initiation
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o Resting state: an internal resting potential of -60 mV is created by the
Na+-K+ ATPase (#1) and the inward rectifying K+ channel (#2). The latter
allows for free flow of the K+ ion, which balances between the
concentration gradient pulling it out of the cell and the electric force
pulling it in.

o Action potential:
1. The pacemaker or “funny” channel (#8) allows an inward flow of
Na+ ions that causes a decrease in the internal resting potential.
This is phase 4
2. When the membrane voltage reaches -40 mV, the calcium
channels (#5) open. This is phase 0
o Note that the fast Na+ channels (#4) open at -70 mV and so
remain inactive in pacemaker cells which have a resting
potential above this.
o Repolarization is the same as the contractile cell with
inactivation of Ca+2 channels and efflux of K+

b. Contracting myocyte ion channels: the calcium signal
o Resting state:
1. This is comparable to the pacemaker cell except that there is no
pacemaker channel and so the resting membrane potential is -90
mV. This is phase 4
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o Action potential:
1. The entry of Na+ ions through the gap junctions (#3) of the
contiguous myocyte raises the membrane potential of the resting
cell. When the membrane potential reaches -70 mV, the threshold
potential, the fast channels (#4) open. This is phase 0.

2. When the fast Na+ channels (#4) influx raises the membrane
potential to -40 mV, the Ca+2 channels (#5) open. This is phase 2.
The delayed K+ channels (#6) also open and the K+ ion efflux keeps
the membrane potential at a steady state in phase 2.
3. All the gates close but for a continued efflux of K+ ions and the -90
mV membrane potential is restored. This is phase 3.

c. The contracting myocyte: the calcium signal
o Contraction is regulated by intracellular calcium in two stages
1. Inflow from the voltage-gated calcium channels (#1) in the cell
membrane, followed by…
2. Calcium binding to the Ryanodine receptor (#2) of the sarcolemma
resulting in a large release of calcium from that organelle. This is
“calcium-induced calcium-release”.
o Calcium binds to Troponin C (#3), starting the sarcomere contraction
sequence (more later).
o Calcium is then removed from the cytoplasm by
1. Extracellular clearance by the sodium-calcium exchanger (NCX)
and calcium ATPase (#4b)
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2. Sequestration into the smooth endoplasmic reticulum (aka
sarcolemma) by the SERCA (smooth endoplasmic reticulum
ATPase) (#4a). This is regulated by the inhibitory protein
phospholamban.

d. The contracting myocyte: contraction
o The functional unit is the sarcomere, defined as Z-line to Z-line
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o Actin units bind to the Z-line, a rigid structure composed from multiple
proteins
o Myosin chains bind to the Z-line with titin, an elastic protein, the largest
protein in the body, which acts as a “shock absorber”
o The sarcomere is also anchored to the extracellular matrix through
proteins such as dystrophin
o Calcium binds to troponin-C, causing a conformation change in troponin
that uncovers the actin-myosin binding site.
o When myosin binds to actin filament, ATP hydrolysis causes the myosin
head to “flex”, with sliding of the actin filament. A new ATP is added and
the myosin head releases, free to repeat the cycle.
o Contraction band necrosis: when the myocardium is seen at post-mortem
from a recent myocardial infarct, the myocytes have intracellular striae.
These are thought to be due to release of intracellular calcium from the
damaged smooth endoplasmic reticulum causing hypercontraction in a
setting of no ATP.
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Do You Know It?
Heart: Structure: cells, ultrastructure and proteins
1. Draw a cross section of the left ventricular wall showing contractile and conducting
myocytes.

2. Draw a group of 10 contracting myocytes, showing intercalated discs, sarcomeres and
ion channel

3. Draw an SA node cell correlating ion channels to a membrane potential graph.

4. Draw a contracting myocyte correlating ion channels to a membrane potential graph.

5. Draw the calcium signal pathway in a contracting myocyte.

6. Draw a sarcomere, including cytoskeletal proteins and contractile proteins.
• Show the contraction process.
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